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the process of dissolution had been sharply checked, the political
problem amounted to the uninterrupted production of govern-
ments which would enable the foreign minister to secure
continuity in foreign policy by an uninterrupted tenancy of the
Foreign Office. The best efforts of republican politicians were
devoted not to constructive political achievement, but to securing
within the limits of the German party system a majority in parlia-
ment for the Stresemann policy which would correspond to the
majority for it in the country. The result was that, as far as a
cabinet was concerned, its programme was reduced to one item,
Its composition was a matter of indifference; its relation to
parliament was a matter of indifference. It was not an organic
thing; it came into being by arrangement, because under the
system it was necessary that there should exist some body which
could present questions for decision to the sovereign representative
body on whom the duty of decision was laid. It possessed no
inherent unity; it commanded no loyalty; it was merely an ad
hoc body. Thus, instead of a national evolution towards political
coherence, the mere logic of the situation created a gulf between
government and parliament and a gulf between the parliament
and the nation. If German political life was to become the normal
healthy life of a democracy, these gulfs must be bridged. That
is what the critics meant when they demanded a "return to
reality." No democratic system can stand, if its essential feature
—the parliament—exists in a vacuum; and that was very much
the position of the republican Reichstag, whose creation was the
most striking political result of the constitutional debates that had
produced the Weimar constitution.
In the democratic theory of the parliamentary state, the govern-
ment is the emanation of parliament; in practice it is the creation
of a parliamentary majority which is in turn the result of a majority
decision on the part of the electorate. In the ideal system which
has become the textbook ideal largely because of the historical
evolution of the English system, there exist two parties corre-
sponding roughly to the two political tendencies of conservation
and change; one says roughly, because change may of course
be the obvious method of conservation. Between these two

